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Community Action was built around the mission of eradicating poverty in America and the
foundational belief that equal treatment for all community members is paramount.1 Effectively
addressing the causes and conditions of poverty depends on strong, resilient communities
where all members feel safe and are equally protected. The Community Action Partnership
supports the #BlackLivesMatter movement and recognizes that systemic and disproportionate
violence against Black community members and vulnerable populations by law enforcement
remains a barrier to achieving these goals.2 The future role of police in our communities
deserves thoughtful discussion and debate, but the policies supported in this platform
represent changes that can be implemented immediately and would lead to dramatically fewer
instances of police violence.
Use of Force Standards: Police departments have rules and regulations in place that dictate
when and how an officer may use force during interactions and altercations with civilians.
However, there is wide variation among police departments in how restrictive those rules are.
Studies have shown that the more restrictive a jurisdiction’s use of force rules, the fewer policeinvolved killings happen in that community.3 We support the following use of force restrictions
that have been shown to decrease instances of police brutality:
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Prohibit the use of choke holds and strangleholds;
Require officers to give a verbal warning before shooting a firearm;
Require officers to engage in de-escalation and exhaust all other measures before
shooting;
Require bystander officers to act if another officer uses excessive force; and
Establish a use of force continuum outlining permissible force per resistance level.
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Police Militarization: The 1033 Program (section 1033 of the National Defense Authorization
Act of 1997) allows the Department of Defense to sell or transfer surplus military equipment to
state and local police departments at no cost.4 Studies have demonstrated that militarized
police departments are significantly more likely to kill civilians.5 We support prohibiting
Program 1033 sales or transfers of military equipment to departments with a pattern or
practice of discrimination as well as restrictions on police use of military equipment against
civilians.
Ban No-Knock Warrants: A no-knock warrant, like the one that led to Breonna Taylor’s murder
in March, allows police to enter a location without knocking or announcing themselves.
Normally, the 4th Amendment protects against unreasonable searches and seizures, but police
insist these warrants are necessary for instances where the alleged perpetrator is known to be
dangerous or may try to destroy evidence. Once used sparingly, there are now over 20,000 noknock raids in American each year and they increase the risk of both civilian and officer injury
and death.6
Update Deprivation of Rights: Federal law prohibits law enforcement (and others) from
willfully depriving a person of any rights or privileges under color of law.7 For an officer to be
held accountable, the statute requires intent, or willful deprivation. Updating the language
from willfully to recklessly would allow prosecutors to hold officers accountable if they knew or
should have known their actions would lead to a deprivation of rights.
Qualified Immunity: The doctrine of qualified immunity protects law enforcement and other
public servants from civil liability when performing their jobs if their actions do not violate
“clearly established statutory or constitutional rights.”8 The doctrine also incorporates a “good
faith” defense. We believe the doctrine should be restructured (by statute, judicial precedent,
or both) to remove the “clearly established” and “good faith” provisions, allowing the public to
hold officers accountable for violating civilian rights.
Reporting & Data Collection: We believe in establishing a national database that would cover
all federal, state, local, tribal, and territorial police agencies in the United States to document
officers who receive complaints or have a record of misconduct. The database should also
collect police-community encounter data and track demographic data to expose patterns and
practices of racial profiling.
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